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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] The present application claims a priority of the
Chinese patent application No. 201810569950.4 filed on
June 5, 2018, which is incorporated herein by reference
in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present disclosure relates to the technical
field of transmission and network protocols, and in par-
ticular to a message transmission method, a message
transmission device, a network side device and a storage
medium.

BACKGROUND

[0003] The services of mobile communication sys-
tems, finance, power and other systems require time syn-
chronization between nodes. The network transmission
time can use a Precision Time Protocol (PTP) to meet
high-precision time requirements. PTP time synchroni-
zation is implemented by using a delay computer system.
An interface of a master and an interface of a slave device
exchange PTP messages to calculate the path delay and
time offset between the master device and the slave de-
vice to realize the time synchronization between the mas-
ter device and the slave device. With the improvement
of business requirements for synchronization accuracy
and the evolution of synchronization technology, the PTP
protocol is also constantly evolving, with different ver-
sions appearing. Different versions of the PTP protocols
represent different time accuracy and processing capa-
bilities. The difference between different versions of the
PTP protocols may include filling different values in the
meaning or value of some message fields, for example,
the field representing the PTP version number. The dif-
ference may also include that the new version of the PTP
protocol uses the TLV extension field to carry information,
and the previous version of the PTP protocol did not use
the TLV extension field.
[0004] After the appearance of different versions of the
PTP time synchronization protocols, the compatibility is-
sues of different versions are incurred. Generally, newly
developed devices tend to use the new version of the
PTP protocol, carry more information, and identify the
device as a new version of the device, so as to facilitate
a downstream source to choose a better version of the
time source. The new version of the PTP protocol device
is usually compatible with the previous version of the PTP
protocol. However, it is difficult for devices using the old
version of the PTP protocol to be compatible with the
new version of the PTP protocol. For example, some val-
ues in some fields in the new version are different from
those in the previous version, and the device of the pre-
vious version receives the new version of the protocol

and detects that this field is filled with the new value. It
may be considered it as an abnormal message and dis-
card it. For example, if the TLV extension field is used in
the new version, the device of the old version, that is, the
device using the old version of the PTP protocol, receives
the new version of the protocol and detects that the mes-
sage using the TLV extension field. Since the length of
the message is different from that of the previous version
of the PTP protocol, it is considered it as an abnormal
packet and discard it. In a related technology, the com-
patibility problem of devices that use different versions
of the PTP time synchronization protocol cannot be
solved. When the old version of the device receives the
new version of the protocol, it is likely to discard the mes-
sage, resulting in synchronizing abnormally.
[0005] As shown in Fig. 1, the time synchronization
network includes a mixed networking of devices that use
the new and old versions of the PTP protocol, that is, five
devices that use the new version of the PTP protocol and
four devices that use the old version of the PTP protocol,
there is a synchronization protocol compatibility problem
between the devices using different PTP protocols, and
there is also synchronization protocol compatibility prob-
lem between devices that support different versions of
the protocol and the benchmark. In order to completely
avoid the compatibility problem, the PTP message of the
old protocol version needs to be sent on the port where
the new device and the old device are connected. How-
ever, before the new device is deployed, it is impossible
to know which ports of the device will be connected to
the old device. Therefore, in the related art, it needs to
manually configure each port of each device to send a
new or old version of protocol message in a hybrid net-
working scenario according to the actual network con-
nection situation. When the network contains thousands
to tens of thousands of nodes, and each device contains
dozens of ports, this configuration method requires a lot
of time and effort, and it is easy to cause synchronization
problems due to misconfiguration. In addition, when the
network topology and a device are changed, reconfigu-
ration has to be implemented. In summary, when man-
ually configuring the communication between devices of
the new and old versions of the protocol in the related
art, the workload is large, the efficiency is low, it is prone
to errors and difficult to maintain.

SUMMARY

[0006] The present disclosure is to provide a message
transmission method, a message transmission device, a
network device and a storage medium, which can solve
the problem in the related art that when the message
transmission ports and message protocols between de-
vices of the new and old versions is manually configured,
the efficiency is low, it is prone to errors and difficult to
maintain.
[0007] In a first aspect, a message transmission meth-
od applied to a network side device is provided. The
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method includes: determining a PTP version of a sending
port set by a network side device; sending a first PTP
message that uses the PTP version of the sending port
through the sending port.
[0008] In some embodiments, if a number of the send-
ing ports is at least two, the determined PTP versions of
the at least two sending ports are the same or different.
[0009] In some embodiments, the first PTP message
comprises at least one of the following: a PTP Announce
message, a Sync message, a Follow_Up message, a
Delay_Req message, a Delay_Resp message.
[0010] In some embodiments, if a state of the sending
port is a master clock, the first PTP message includes at
least one of the following: a PTP Announce message, a
Sync message, a Follow_Up message, a Delay_Resp
message; if the state of the sending port is a slave clock,
the first PTP message at least includes a Delay_Req
message.
[0011] In some embodiments, the determining the PTP
version of the sending port includes: determining an iden-
tified PTP version used by a second PTP message re-
ceived by the receiving port corresponding to the sending
port as the PTP version of the sending port; or determin-
ing a PTP version specified by the network side device
as the PTP version of the sending port.
[0012] In some embodiments, before the determining
the PTP version of the sending port, the method further
includes: determining whether the receiving port corre-
sponding to the sending port has received the second
PTP message.
[0013] In some embodiments, the second PTP mes-
sage comprises at least one of the following: a PTP An-
nounce message, a Sync message, a Follow_Up mes-
sage, a Delay_Req message, a Delay_Resp message.
[0014] In some embodiments, determining the receiv-
ing port corresponding to the sending port incudes: if a
transmission port type set by the network side device is
a bidirectional port, determining the sending port as the
receiving port corresponding to the sending port; and if
a transmission port type set by the network side device
is a unidirectional port, determining the receiving port cor-
responding to the sending port according to a matching
relationship between the receiving port and the sending
port.
[0015] In some embodiments, the identifying the PTP
version used by the second PTP message received by
the receiving port corresponding to the sending port com-
prises at least one of: determining the PTP version used
by the second PTP message according to information
included in a message field in the second PTP message;
determining the PTP version used by the second PTP
message according to whether the second PTP message
has a Tag Length Value (TLV) extension field; and de-
termining the PTP version used by the second PTP mes-
sage according to information included in a reserved field
in the second PTP message.
[0016] In some embodiments, the message field in-
cludes at least one of the following: a synchronization

domain number field, a PTP version field, and a grand-
master Clock Quality field.
[0017] In some embodiments, the message fields in-
clude at least one of a PTP profile Specific 1 field and a
PTP profile Specific 2 field.
[0018] In some embodiments, the determining the PTP
version of the sending port is determined by the network
side device in an initialization phase; or the determining
the PTP version of the sending port is determined through
periodic detection by the network side device in a time
synchronization phase.
[0019] In some embodiments, if the PTP version of the
sending port is determined by the network side device in
the initialization phase, the second PTP message in-
cludes the PTP Announce message.
[0020] In some embodiments, the method further in-
cludes: if the receiving port has received the second PTP
message, and the second PTP message is the PTP An-
nounce message, determining the state of the sending
port according to an optimal master clock algorithm; and
if the receiving port has not received the second PTP
message, determining that the state of the sending port
is a master clock.
[0021] In some embodiments, the determining whether
the receiving port corresponding to the sending port has
received the second PTP message includes: for the re-
ceiving port corresponding to the sending port, determin-
ing whether the second PTP message is received within
a preset time period; if no, determining that the receiving
port has not received the second PTP message.
[0022] In some embodiments, the preset time period
is determined according to a message transmission pe-
riod and a preset number of PTP messages.
[0023] In a second aspect, a message transmission
device applied to a network side equipment is provided.
The device includes: a determining module, configured
to determine a PTP version of a sending port set by a
network side device; a sending module is configured to
send a first PTP message that uses the PTP version of
the sending port through the sending port.
[0024] In a third aspect, a network side device includes
a memory, a processor, and a transceiver. The processor
is configured to read the program in the memory, and
execute the following process: determining a PTP ver-
sion of a sending port set by a network side device; con-
trolling the transceiver to send a first PTP message that
uses the PTP version of the sending port through the
sending port.
[0025] In some embodiments, the processor is specif-
ically configured to determine PTP versions of at least
two sending ports that are the same or different, wherein
a number of sending ports is at least two.
[0026] In some embodiments, the processor is specif-
ically configured to determine an identified PTP version
used by the second PTP message received by the re-
ceiving port corresponding to the sending port as the PTP
version of the sending port; or determine a PTP version
specified by the network side device as the PTP version
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of the sending port.
[0027] In some embodiments, the processor is further
configured to determine whether the receiving port cor-
responding to the sending port has received a second
PTP message before determining the PTP version of the
sending port.
[0028] In some embodiments, the processor is specif-
ically configured to, if a transmission port type set by the
network side device is a bidirectional port, determine the
sending port as the receiving port corresponding to the
sending port; and if a transmission port type set by the
network side device is a unidirectional port, determine
the receiving port corresponding to the sending port ac-
cording to a matching relationship between the receiving
port and the sending port.
[0029] In some embodiments, the processor is specif-
ically configured to identify the PTP version used by the
second PTP message received by the receiving port cor-
responding to the sending port according to at least one
of: determining the PTP version used by the second PTP
message according to information included in a message
field in the second PTP message; determining the PTP
version used by the second PTP message according to
whether the second PTP message has a Tag Length
Value (TLV) extension field; and determining the PTP
version used by the second PTP message according to
information included in a reserved field in the second
PTP message.
[0030] In some embodiments, the processor is specif-
ically configured to determine the PTP version of the
sending port in an initialization phase or determine the
PTP version of the sending port by periodic detection in
a time synchronization phase.
[0031] In some embodiments, the processor is further
configured to, if the receiving port has received the sec-
ond PTP message, and the second PTP message is the
PTP Announce message, a state of the sending port is
determined according to an optimal master clock algo-
rithm; and if the receiving port has not received the sec-
ond PTP message, it is determined that the state of the
sending port is a master clock.
[0032] In some embodiments, the processor is specif-
ically configured to determine whether the second PTP
message has been received within a preset time period
for the receiving port corresponding to the sending port;
if no, determining that the receiving port has not received
the second PTP message.
[0033] In a fourth aspect, a network side device in-
cludes a processor, a communication interface, a mem-
ory, and a communication bus, wherein the processor,
the communication interface, and the memory implement
mutual communication through the communication bus;
a computer program is stored in the memory, and when
the computer program is executed by the processor, the
processor implements the steps of the message trans-
mission method.
[0034] In a fifth aspect, a computer-readable storage
medium that stores a computer program executable by

a network side device, and when the program is executed
on the network side device, the network side device ex-
ecutes the steps of the message transmission method.
[0035] The present disclosure is to provide a message
transmission method, a message transmission device, a
network device and a storage medium. The method in-
cludes: determining a PTP version of a sending port set
by a network side device; sending a first PTP message
that uses the PTP version of the sending port through
the sending port. In the embodiments of the present dis-
closure, the network side device can determine the send-
ing port for communicating with an opposite device, and
send the PTP message that uses the PTP version of the
determined sending port through the sending port, with-
out additional manual configuration, thereby improving
efficiency and correctness, and improving maintainabil-
ity.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0036] In order to more clearly describe the technical
solutions in the embodiments of the present disclosure
or a related art, the drawings that need to be used in the
description or a related are briefly described. Obviously,
the drawings in the following description are merely some
embodiments, those of ordinary skill in the art can obtain
other drawings based on these drawings without creative
work.

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram showing a mixed net-
working of devices using the new and old versions
of PTP protocol;
Fig. 2 is a schematic diagram of a process according
to an embodiment of the present disclosure;
Fig. 3 is a schematic structural diagram of determin-
ing a target PTP version in the related art;
Fig. 4 is a schematic structural diagram of determin-
ing a target PTP version according to an embodiment
of the present disclosure;
Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram of a single-fiber bidi-
rectional port according to an embodiment of the
present disclosure;
Fig. 6 is a schematic diagram of a dual-fiber bidirec-
tional port according to an embodiment of the
present disclosure;
Fig. 7 is a schematic diagram of an old version device
joining the network initialization stage provided by
an embodiment of the disclosure;
Fig. 8 is a schematic diagram of a new version of a
device provided by an embodiment of the disclosure
joining the network initialization phase;
Fig. 9 is a schematic structural diagram of a network
side device provided by an embodiment of the dis-
closure;
Fig. 10 is a schematic structural diagram of a network
side device provided by an embodiment of the dis-
closure;
Fig. 11 is a schematic diagram of a message trans-
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mission device provided by an embodiment of the
disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0037] In order to improve the efficiency, accuracy, and
maintainability of compatibility between devices using
different versions, embodiments of the present disclo-
sure provide a message transmission method, device,
network side device, and storage medium.
[0038] The message transmission method provided by
the embodiments of the present disclosure can be ap-
plied to a network side device. The network side device
includes a hardware layer and an operating system layer
running on the hardware layer.
[0039] The hardware layer includes hardware such as
a central processing unit (Central Processing Unit, CPU),
a memory management unit (Memory Management Unit,
MMU), and memory.
[0040] The operating system may be any one or more
computer operating systems that implement business
processing through processes, for example, a Linux op-
erating system, a Unix operating system, or a windows
operating system.
[0041] In addition, in the embodiments of the present
disclosure, the network side device may be located at a
network node in the access network or the core network.
The type of the network side device is not particularly
limited in the embodiment of the present disclosure, as
long as the message transmission can be realized
through executing the program instruction for implement-
ing the message transmission method according to an
embodiment of the present disclosure.
[0042] The network side device is provided with multi-
ple ports for information interaction with other network
side devices or user terminals. The network side device
uses the PTP message which has the PTT version sup-
ported by the network side device in the information for
interaction with other network side devices or user ter-
minals during time synchronization.
[0043] In order to make the objectives, technical solu-
tions and advantages of the present disclosure clearer,
the present disclosure will be further described in detail
below with reference to the accompanying drawings. Ob-
viously, the described embodiments are only a part of
the embodiments of the present disclosure, rather than
all the embodiments. Based on the embodiments in the
present disclosure, all other embodiments obtained by
those of ordinary skill in the art without creative work shall
fall within the protection scope of the present disclosure.
[0044] Fig. 2 is a schematic diagram of a message
transmission process according to an embodiment of the
present disclosure. The process includes the following
steps.
[0045] S201: determining a PTP version of a sending
port set by a network side device.
[0046] The message transmission method provided in
the embodiments of the present disclosure is applied to

a network side device, and the network side device may
be a time server, a time transmission node, a base sta-
tion, and a terminal device applying the PTP protocol.
The network side device is provided with at least one
sending port, and usually there are multiple sending ports
for the network side device.
[0047] The network side device usually saves the de-
termination logic of the PTP version of each sending port,
so that the network side device can determine the PTP
version of the sending port. If multiple sending ports are
set in the network side device, some ports may need to
determine the corresponding PTP version thereof, and
some ports may have a fixed PTP version. If the number
of the sending ports is at least two, it needs to determine
that the PTP versions of the at least two sending ports
are the same or different.
[0048] The network side device is set with the PTP
version that it can support during development. Gener-
ally, the newly developed network side device can sup-
port a new higher PTP version, and the previously de-
veloped network side device can support a previous low-
er PTP version, the network side device that supports
the new higher PTP version can be compatible with the
previous lower PTP version, while the network side de-
vice that supports the previous lower PTP version cannot
be compatible with the new higher PTP version, so that
the determination mechanism for the PTP version of the
sending port is usually related to the PTP version sup-
ported by an opposite device corresponding to the send-
ing port.
[0049] S202: sending a first PTP message that uses
the PTP version of the sending port through the sending
port.
[0050] After the network side device determines the
PTP version of the sending port, it can generate the first
PTP message that uses the PTP version of the sending
port, and send the first PTP message through the sending
port, so that the opposite device can receive the first PTP
message and then implements the time synchronization.
[0051] The first PTP message includes at least one of
the following: a PTP announce (Announce) message, a
synchronization (Sync) message, a followup
(Follow_Up) message, a delay request (Delay_Req)
message, and a delay response (Delay_Resp) message.
[0052] In the embodiments of the present disclosure,
the network side device can determine the sending port
for communicating with the opposite device, and send
the PTP message that uses the PTP version of the de-
termined sending port through the sending port, without
additional manual configuration, thereby improving effi-
ciency and correctness, and improving maintainability.
[0053] In order to further improve the efficiency and
correctness of protocol compatibility, on the basis of the
above-mentioned embodiments, in the embodiments of
the present disclosure, the PTP version used by the sec-
ond PTP message received by the identified receiving
port corresponding to the sending port is determined as
the PTP version of the sending port; or the PTP version
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specified by the network side device is determined as
the PTP version of the sending port.
[0054] When the network side device determines the
PTP version of the sending port, it can be determined
according to the PTP message received by the receiving
port corresponding to the sending port, or it can be de-
termined according to the specified PTP version, thereby
improving the flexibility of protocol compatibility.
[0055] Specifically, the network side device may de-
termine the receiving port corresponding to the sending
port, and then identifying the PTP version used by the
second PTP message received by the receiving port cor-
responding to the sending port, so as to determine the
PTP version used by the second PTP as the PTP version
of the sending port.
[0056] After it is determined that the receiving port cor-
responding to the sending port has not received the sec-
ond PTP message, the network side device may deter-
mine that the PTP version specified by the network side
device as the PTP version of the sending port. Or whether
the receiving port corresponding to the sending port re-
ceives the second PTP message, the PTP version spec-
ified by the network side device is determined as the PTP
version of the sending port.
[0057] The PTP version specified by the network side
device can be the PTP version specified for each sending
port, that is, the PTP version of each sending port can
be the same or different, or the PTP version may be spec-
ified for the network side device, that is, each sending
port has the same PTP version.
[0058] The specified PTP version may be the highest
PTP version supported by the network side device, or
the lowest PTP version supported by the network side
device, or the PTP version with the largest usage ratio
in the network where the network side device is located.
[0059] The second PTP message includes at least one
of the following: a PTP Announce message, a Sync mes-
sage, a Follow_Up message, a Delay_Req message, a
Delay_Resp message.
[0060] If the determined PTP version of the sending
port is related to whether the receiving port correspond-
ing to the sending port receives the second PTP mes-
sage, before the determining the PTP version of the send-
ing port, the method further includes: determining wheth-
er the receiving port corresponding to the sending port
has received the second PTP message.
[0061] When the network side device determines the
PTP version of the sending port, it can be determined
according to whether the receiving port corresponding to
the sending port has received the PTP message. At this
time, the PTP version of the sending port is not fixed, but
variable.
[0062] The receiving port corresponding to the sending
port is stored in the network side device, and the sending
port set by the network side device may be set the same
as or different from the corresponding receiving port.
[0063] The network side device can identify whether
the receiving port receives the second PTP message.

Specifically, the network side device can determine
whether the receiving port receives the second PTP mes-
sage within a preset time period, or the network side de-
vice can determine whether the receiving port receives
the second PTP message through the number of PTP
messages that are not received.
[0064] The network side device determines the PTP
version of the sending port according to the determination
result of whether the receiving port corresponding to the
sending port receives the second PTP message.
[0065] Since the network side device that supports the
new higher PTP version can be compatible with the pre-
vious lower PTP version, the network side device that
supports the previous lower PTP version cannot be com-
patible with the new higher PTP version, so when the
PTP version used by the PTP message is not higher than
the current PTP version supported by the network side
device, the network side device can recognize and re-
ceive the second PTP version. When the PTP version
used by the second PTP message is higher than the PTP
version supported by the current network side device,
the network side device discards the PTP message of
the PTP version because it cannot recognize the PTP
version, so the network side device considers that it has
not received the second PTP message.
[0066] When the receiving port of the network side de-
vice recognizes that the second PTP message is re-
ceived, it can be considered that the PTP version used
by the second PTP message is a PTP version compatible
with the network side device. In order to further realize
automatic protocol compatibility, the network side device
may determine the PTP version used by the second PTP
message as the PTP version of the sending port corre-
sponding to the receiving port.
[0067] When the receiving port of the network side de-
vice does not recognize the second PTP message is re-
ceived, in order to further realize automatic protocol com-
patibility, the network side device can send a new version
of the PTP message by default to determine the highest
PTP version that the network side device can support,
and the highest PTP version is determined as the PTP
version of the sending port.
[0068] The network side device can have multiple re-
ceiving ports and their corresponding sending ports. The
network side device can independently determine a tar-
get PTP protocol of a sending port corresponding to each
receiving port according to the message received by
each receiving port. For example, if the network side de-
vice has N ports, there may be M ports sending the old
version of the PTP protocol, and the remaining N-M ports
sending the new version of the PTP protocol.
[0069] The following describes a specific embodi-
ments of the present disclosure. Fig. 3 is a schematic
diagram of determining the target PTP version without
using the method provided by the embodiments of the
present disclosure. As shown in Fig. 3, there are three
synchronized devices (that are network side devices)
supporting the new protocol version B and two synchro-
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nized devices that do not support the new protocol ver-
sion B but support the protocol version A. The PTP mes-
sage between two synchronized devices that both sup-
port protocol version B is a PTP message using protocol
version B, and the PTP message between two synchro-
nized devices that both support protocol version A is a
PTP message using protocol version A. When PTP mes-
sages are sent between a synchronized device that sup-
ports protocol version B and a synchronized device that
supports protocol version A, the synchronized device that
supports protocol version B always sends PTP messag-
es that use the protocol version B, and the synchronized
device that supports protocol version A sends the PTP
message that uses the protocol version A, because the
synchronized device supporting protocol version A is not
compatible with protocol version B, the synchronized de-
vice supporting protocol version A cannot recognize the
PTP message using the protocol version B, so that the
synchronized device supporting protocol version A can-
not complete time synchronization.
[0070] Fig. 4 is a schematic diagram of determining a
target PTP version using the method provided by an em-
bodiment of the present disclosure. As shown in Fig. 4,
there are three synchronized devices (that are network
side devices) that support the new protocol version B and
two synchronized devices that do not support the new
protocol version B but support protocol version A. When
the version of the PTP message received by the synchro-
nized device supporting protocol version B on a port is
version A, the version of the PTP message sent by the
synchronized device supporting protocol version B on
the sending port corresponding to the port is version A.
When the version of the PTP message received by a
synchronized device supporting protocol version B on a
receiving port is version B, the version of the PTP mes-
sage sent by the synchronized device supporting version
protocol B on the sending port corresponding to the port
is version B.
[0071] Specifically, as shown in Fig. 4, the PTP mes-
sage sent between two synchronized devices that both
support protocol version B is a PTP message using ver-
sion B, and the PTP message sent between two synchro-
nized devices that both support protocol version A is a
PTP message using version A, and when a PTP message
is sent between a synchronized device supporting pro-
tocol version B and a synchronized device supporting
protocol version A, when a synchronized device support-
ing protocol version B receives a PTP message using
the version A from a synchronized device supporting pro-
tocol version A, a synchronized device that supports pro-
tocol version B will use protocol version A as the target
PTP version. When a PTP message is sent to a synchro-
nized device that supports protocol version A, the PTP
message that uses version A is sent. Therefore, a syn-
chronized device that supports version A can recognize
that a PTP message using version A is received, and
complete time synchronization.
[0072] The embodiments of the present disclosure can

automatically and effectively solve the compatibility prob-
lem between different versions of PTP, do not require
any update of devices using the old version of the proto-
col, are suitable for hybrid networking scenarios, and
solve the problem of synchronous network evolution.
[0073] When the network side device determines the
target PTP version of the sending port in the embodi-
ments of the present disclosure, it can be determined
according to the PTP message received by the receiving
port corresponding to the sending port, or it can be de-
termined according to the specified PTP version, thereby
further ensuring the flexibility of automatic protocol com-
patibility.
[0074] On the basis of the foregoing embodiments, in
the embodiments of the present disclosure, the deter-
mining the receiving port corresponding to the sending
port includes: if a transmission port type set by the net-
work side device is a bidirectional port, determining the
sending port as its corresponding reception port; and if
the transmission port type set by the network side device
is a unidirectional port, determining the receiving port cor-
responding to the sending port according to a matching
relationship between the receiving port and the sending
port.
[0075] The sending port set by the network side device
and its corresponding receiving port can be the same or
different. Specifically, whether the sending port set by
the network side device and its corresponding receiving
port are the same can be related to the transmission port
type set by the network side device. The transmission
port type can be related to fiber ports or electrical ports.
[0076] The transmission port type includes unidirec-
tional port and a bidirectional port. The bidirectional port
means that the port can send and receive information,
and the unidirectional port means that the port can send
or receive information.
[0077] Taking optical fiber ports as an example, the
transmission port types specifically include a single fiber
bidirectional port and a dual fiber bidirectional ports.
[0078] If the transmission port type is a single-fiber bi-
directional port, as shown in Fig. 5, the sending port and
its corresponding receiving port are the same port, that
is, sending PTP messages and receiving PTP messages
are implemented on the same port, and the sending port
can be determined as its corresponding receiving port.
[0079] If the sending port type is a dual-fiber bidirec-
tional port, as shown in Fig. 6, the sending port and its
corresponding receiving port are not the same port, that
is, sending PTP messages and receiving PTP messages
are implemented on two paired ports, and the network
side device determines the version of the PTP message
sent by the network side device on the sending port cor-
responding to the receiving port according to the version
of the PTP message received by the receiving port. The
receiving port corresponding to the sending port can be
determined according to the pre-saved matching rela-
tionship between the receiving port and the sending port.
[0080] When the port is an electrical port or other ports,
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it is similar to that when the port is an optical fiber port
according to the transmission port type, which will not be
repeated herein.
[0081] In the embodiment of the present disclosure,
the network side device can determine the receiving port
corresponding to the sending port according to the trans-
mission port type, thereby realizing time synchronization.
[0082] On the basis of the foregoing embodiments, in
the embodiments of the present disclosure, the methods
for identifying the PTP version received by the receiving
port corresponding to the sending port includes at least
one of the following: determining the PTP version used
by the second PTP message according to information
included in a message field in the second PTP message;
determining the PTP version used by the second PTP
message according to whether the second PTP message
has a Tag Length Value (TLV) extension field; and de-
termining the PTP version used by the second PTP mes-
sage according to information included in a reserved field
in the second PTP message.
[0083] The message fields include at least one of the
following: a synchronization domain number (domain
Number) field, a PTP version (version PTP) field, a grand-
master clock quality (grandmaster clock quality) field, a
PTP profile Specific 1 field, and a PTP profile Specific 2
field.
[0084] The network side device may obtain the PTP
message of the second PTP message by detecting the
second PTP message received by the receiving port, so
as to determine the PTP version of the sending port when
performing information exchange with a corresponding
device.
[0085] The network side device may determine by one
or more of certain specific fields in the received second
PTP message, that is, by using at least one of the follow-
ing methods.
[0086] In the first method, the network side device de-
tects the information contained in the message field in
the second PTP message to determine the target PTP
version. The message field may include a used message
field, and the message field includes at least one of the
following: a domain Number Field, a version PTP field,
a grandmaster Clock Quality field. It is believed that those
skilled in the art can determine the target PTP version
based on the information contained in the aforemen-
tioned used message fields, which is not repeated here.
[0087] In the second method, the network side device
detects whether the second PTP message has a TLV
extension field to determine the target PTP version. It is
believed that those skilled in the art can determine the
target PTP version according to whether there is a TLV
extension field in the second PTP message, which is not
repeated here.
[0088] In the third method, the network side device de-
termines the target PTP version according to the infor-
mation contained in the reserved field in the second PTP
message. It is believed that those skilled in the art can
determine the reserved fields in the PTP message, and

determine the target PTP version according to whether
the second PTP message has the TLV extension field or
not, which is not repeated here.
[0089] The network side device can obtain the PTP
message of the second PTP message by detecting the
second PTP message received by the receiving port,
thereby determining the PTP version of the sending port
when performing information exchange with the corre-
sponding device, and realizing time synchronization.
[0090] On the basis of the foregoing embodiments, in
the embodiments of the present disclosure, if the state
of the sending port is a master clock, the first PTP mes-
sage includes at least one of the following: a PTP An-
nounce message, a Sync message, a Follow
Up_message, a Delay_Resp message; if the state of the
sending port is a slave clock, the first PTP message at
least includes a Delay_Req message.
[0091] When the network side device sends out PTP
messages, the state of the sending port set by the net-
work side device determines the content of the sent PTP
message, so before or after the network side device
sends the first PTP message using the target PTP version
by using the sending port, the network side device may
firstly determine the state of the sending port, and then
send the corresponding first PTP message according to
the state of the sending port.
[0092] Specifically, the method further includes: if the
receiving port receives a second PTP message, and the
second PTP message is a PTP Announce message, de-
termining the state of the sending port according to an
optimal master clock algorithm; if the receiving port does
not receive the second PTP message, determining that
the state of the transmitting port is the master clock.
[0093] When the network side device determines the
state of the sending port, if it receives a second PTP
message through the receiving port, and the second PTP
message is a PTP Announce message, the network side
device will determine the state of the sending port ac-
cording to the optimal master clock algorithm, so as to
determine that the state of the sending port set by the
network side device is the master clock or the slave clock.
The process of determining the state of the sending port
according to the optimal master clock algorithm belongs
to related technologies, and will not be described in detail
in the embodiment of the present disclosure. The optimal
master clock algorithm may be pre-stored in the network
side device.
[0094] If the network side device does not receive the
second PTP message through the receiving port, the net-
work side device determines that the state of the sending
port is the master clock.
[0095] When the network side device determines that
the state of the sending port is the master clock, the first
PTP message includes the PTP Announce message and
the Sync message, that is, the sending port is used to
send the first PTP version including the PTP Announce
message and the Sync message.
[0096] When the network side device determines that
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the state of the sending port is the slave clock, the first
PTP message includes the Sync message, that is, the
sending port is used to send the first PTP version includ-
ing the Sync message.
[0097] As shown in Fig. 7, there is a synchronized de-
vice that supports the new protocol version B (hereinafter
referred to as the "new version device"), and a synchro-
nized device that does not support the new protocol ver-
sion B but supports protocol version A (hereinafter re-
ferred to as the "old version device") is newly added to
the network and is in the initialization stage. The old ver-
sion device monitors the PTP Announce message of the
new version device, that is, the second PTP message.
There are two situations as follows.
[0098] The first situation: assuming that the new ver-
sion device is sending out PTP Announce messages,
and the PTP version used by the PTP Announce mes-
sage is the new version, namely protocol version B, at
this time the old version device may not be able to nor-
mally receive the new version of the PTP Announce mes-
sage, the old version device considers that it has not
received the PTP Announce message within the set time
period. the old version device assumes that it is the mas-
ter clock, that is its state is determined as the master
clock, and sends the first PTP message containing the
PTP Announce message and the Sync message using
the old version, the new version device receives and de-
tects the first PTP message sent by the old version de-
vice, and can use the protocol version A used by the first
PTP message to perform normal information exchange.
[0099] The second situation: assuming that the old ver-
sion device does not receive the PTP Announce mes-
sage sent by the new version device within the set time
period, the old version device assumes that it is the mas-
ter clock and sends the first PTP including the Sync mes-
sage and the Announce message. After the new version
device receives and detects the first PTP message of the
old version sent by the old version device, it sends the
old version PTP message to the old version device, and
then exchanges information normally.
[0100] As shown in Fig. 8, there is a synchronized de-
vice that does not support the new protocol version B but
supports the protocol version A (hereinafter referred to
as the "old version device"), and a synchronized device
that supports the new protocol version B (hereinafter re-
ferred to as the "new version device") is newly added to
the network and is in the initialization stage. The new
version device monitors the PTP Announce message of
the old version device, that is, the second PTP message.
There are two situations as follows.
[0101] The first situation: assuming that the old version
device is sending out PTP Announce messages, and
then the new version device can normally receive mes-
sages of the old version. After the new version device
receives and detects the old version of the PTP message
sent by the old version device, that is, the second PTP
message, it sends the old version of the first PTP mes-
sage to the old version device. At this time the old version

device can exchange information with the new version
device normally.
[0102] The second situation: assuming that the new
version device does not receive the PTP Announce mes-
sage sent by the old version device within the set time
period, the new version device assumes that it is the mas-
ter clock and sends the Sync message and the Announce
message. The old version device cannot receive the new
version information normally, the old version device will
still send the PTP Announce message on this port within
a certain time period, until the new version device re-
ceives and detects the PTP information sent by the old
version device, and sends back the old version informa-
tion. At this time, the old version device can exchange
information normally with the new version device.
[0103] In the embodiments of the present disclosure,
the network side device may first determine the state of
the sending port, and determine the content of the sent
PTP message according to the state, thereby realizing
time synchronization between devices.
[0104] On the basis of the foregoing embodiments, in
the embodiments of the present disclosure, any one of
the following methods may be used to determine whether
the second PTP message is received.
[0105] When determining whether the receiving port
receives the second PTP message within the preset time
period, the determining whether the receiving port cor-
responding to the sending port receives the second PTP
message includes: for the receiving port corresponding
to the sending port, determining whether the second PTP
message is received within a preset time period; If not,
it is determined that the receiving port has not received
the second PTP message.
[0106] When determining whether the receiving port
receives the second PTP message according to the
number of unreceived PTP messages, the determining
whether the receiving port corresponding to the sending
port receives the second PTP message includes: for the
receiving port corresponding to the sending port, deter-
mining the number of PTP messages not received by the
receiving port according to the preset message sending
time period and the currently recorded waiting time; de-
termining whether the number of the PTP messages that
are not received reaches a preset number threshold; if
yes, determining that the receiving port has not received
the second PTP message; if not, determining that the
receiving port has received the second PTP message.
[0107] The network side device can determine whether
the receiving port corresponding to the sending port re-
ceives the second PTP message according to whether
the PTP message is received within the set time period,
or it can determine whether the receiving port corre-
sponding to the sending port has received the second
PTP message according to the number of PTP messages
that have not been received.
[0108] If the network side device determines whether
the receiving port corresponding to the sending port has
received the second PTP message according to whether
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the second PTP message is received within the preset
time period, the network side device stores the preset
time period, and the preset time period can be saved for
the network side device, that is, the preset time period
corresponding to each receiving port in the network side
device is the same, and the preset time period can also
be saved for each receiving port in the network side de-
vice, that is, the preset time period corresponding to each
receiving port in the network side device is the same or
different.
[0109] The preset time period can be any length of time
period, such as 5 seconds or 10 seconds, etc. The preset
time period can be the same or different for each deter-
mination period. For example, the preset time period in
the previous period of the current period is 10 seconds.
The preset time period in the current period is 5 seconds.
[0110] The preset time period may be manually input-
ted by a network maintenance personnel, or may be de-
termined by the network side device.
[0111] If the preset time period is determined by the
network side device, the preset time period is determined
according to a message transmission period and a preset
number of PTP messages. Specifically, the product of
the message transmission period and the preset number
of PTP messages may be determined as the preset time
period, or the preset time period may be determined ac-
cording to the message transmission period, the preset
number of PTP messages, and a preset time period de-
termination algorithm.
[0112] If the network side device determines whether
the receiving port corresponding to the sending port has
received the second PTP message according to the
number of unreceived PTP messages, a message send-
ing period set in the network side device may be such as
125 milliseconds (ms) or 1 second, etc. The message
sending period set in the network side device can be
configured by the network maintenance personnel ac-
cording to the time synchronization requirements to the
network side device, or it can be determined by the net-
work side device according to the length of time between
any two previously received messages, it may be ob-
tained according to a parameter characterizing the mes-
sage period carried in a message previously received by
the network side device, etc., which is not limited here.
[0113] The network side device can record the current
waiting time for the receiving port corresponding to the
sending port. The network side device can re-record the
waiting time from the last time it receives the PTP mes-
sage, or it can start recording the waiting time after ac-
cessing the network at the first time.
[0114] The network side device determines the
number of the PTP messages not received by the receiv-
ing port according to the preset message sending period
and the currently recorded waiting time, which can be
the correspondence among the message sending period
and waiting time and the number of unreceived PTP mes-
sages. The number of the PTP messages can be the
waiting time divided by the message sending period, and

the number of PTP messages not received by the receiv-
ing port can be determined according to the obtained
quotient.
[0115] A preset number threshold is stored in the net-
work side device, and the number threshold can be any
positive integer, for example, the number threshold is 3
or 5, etc. After determining the number of unreceived
PTP messages, the network side device can determine
whether the number of received PTP messages reaches
a preset number threshold, and if yes, it determines that
the receiving port has not received the second PTP mes-
sage.
[0116] In the embodiment of the present disclosure,
the network side device can determine whether the re-
ceiving port corresponding to the sending port receives
the second PTP message, thereby determining the PTP
version of the sending port corresponding to the receiving
port according to the determination result, and realizing
time synchronization.
[0117] On the basis of the foregoing embodiments, in
the embodiments of the present disclosure, the determi-
nation of the PTP version of the sending port is deter-
mined by the network side device in the initialization
phase; or the determination of the PTP version of the
sending port is periodically detected and determined by
the network side device in the time synchronization
phase.
[0118] The network side device can implement the de-
tection mechanism of the PTP version to achieve time
synchronization in the initialization phase, or it can per-
form periodic detection during the PTP clock synchroni-
zation process to achieve time synchronization, which
improves the flexibility of time synchronization.
[0119] If the network side device implements the de-
tection mechanism of the PTP version to achieve time
synchronization in the initialization phase, the network
side device can determine whether it is in the initialization
phase, and when it is determined that it is in the initiali-
zation phase, it performs the process of determining the
PTP version of the sending port.
[0120] If it is determined that the PTP version of the
sending port is determined by the network side device in
the initialization phase, the second PTP message in-
cludes a PTP Announce message.
[0121] If the network side device performs periodic de-
tection during the PTP clock synchronization process to
achieve time synchronization, the network side device
can perform the process of determining the PTP version
of the sending port according to the set time period.
[0122] If the network side device implements the de-
tection mechanism of the PTP version to achieve time
synchronization in the initialization phase, then according
to the PTP clock, that is the initialization process of the
network side device, when a clock is on, it listens to the
PTP Announce from the master clock within the time pe-
riod specified by the system message. If a PTP Announce
message is received, the state is determined according
to the optimal master clock algorithm; if no PTP An-
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nounce message is received within this period, the clock
assumes that it is the master clock and sends the PTP
message including a Sync message and an Announce
message. If the state determined by the optimal master
clock algorithm is the master clock, the PTP message
including the Sync message and the Announce message
is sent periodically; if it is a slave clock, it periodically
interacts with the master clock to adjust the local time.
[0123] If the network side device periodically detects
and implements time synchronization, it can flexibly ad-
just the PTP version of the PTP message sent by the
sending port. For example, the device sends a new ver-
sion of the PTP message through the port. In the subse-
quent process, it receives the lower version PTP mes-
sage sent by the opposite device, and the device adjusts
the version of the PTP message sent on the port to the
lower version. On the contrary, the device sends out low-
er version PTP messages on this port. In the subsequent
process, it receives a new version of the PTP message
sent by the opposite device, and the device adjusts the
version of the PTP message sent on the port to the new
version.
[0124] In the embodiments of the present disclosure,
the network side device can execute the detection mech-
anism of the PTP version in the initialization phase to
achieve time synchronization, or it can perform periodic
detection during the PTP clock synchronization process
to achieve time synchronization, which improves the flex-
ibility of time synchronization.
[0125] On the basis of the foregoing embodiments, an
embodiment of the present disclosure also provides a
network side device 900, as shown in Fig. 9, including:
a processor 901, a memory 902, and a transceiver 903.
[0126] The processor 901 is configured to execute the
program stored in the memory 902, and execute the fol-
lowing process: determining a PTP version of a sending
port set by a network side device; controlling the trans-
ceiver to send a first PTP message that uses the PTP
version of the sending port through the sending port.
[0127] Based on the same inventive concept, the em-
bodiments of the present disclosure also provide a net-
work side device. Since the above-mentioned network
side device solves the problem in principle similar to the
message transmission method, the implementation of
the above-mentioned network side device can refer to
the implementation of the method, which is not repeated
here.
[0128] In Fig. 9, the bus architecture may include any
number of interconnected buses and bridges. Specifical-
ly, various circuits of such as one or more processors
represented by the processor 901 and the memory rep-
resented by the memory 902 are linked together. The
bus architecture can also link various other circuits such
as peripherals, voltage regulators, power management
circuits, etc., which are all known in the art, and therefore,
no further description will be given herein. The transceiv-
er 903 may be a plurality of elements, that is, including
a transmitter and a receiver, and provide a unit for com-

municating with various other devices on the transmis-
sion medium. The processor 901 is responsible for man-
aging the bus architecture and general processing, and
the memory 902 can store data used by the processor
901 when performing operations.
[0129] Optionally, the processor 901 may be a central
processor (CPU), an application specific integrated cir-
cuit (ASIC), a field programmable gate array (Field-Pro-
grammable Gate Array, FPGA) or a complex program-
mable logic device (Complex Programmable Logic De-
vice, CPLD).
[0130] The processor 901 is specifically configured to
determine PTP versions of at least two sending ports that
are the same or different, where the number of sending
ports is at least two.
[0131] The first PTP message includes at least one of
the following: a PTP Announce message, a Sync mes-
sage, a Follow_Up message, a Delay_Req message, a
Delay_Resp message.
[0132] If the state of the sending port is a master clock,
the first PTP message includes at least one of the follow-
ing: a PTP Announce message, a Sync message, a
Follow_Up message, a Delay_Resp message; if the state
of the sending port is a slave clock, the first PTP message
at least includes a Delay_Req message.
[0133] The processor 901 is specifically configured to
determine the identified PTP version used by the second
PTP message received by the receiving port correspond-
ing to the sending port as the PTP version of the sending
port; or determine the PTP version specified by the net-
work side device as the PTP version of the sending port.
[0134] The processor 901 is further configured to de-
termine whether the receiving port corresponding to the
sending port has received a second PTP message before
determining the PTP version of the sending port.
[0135] The second PTP message includes at least one
of the following: a PTP Announce message, a Sync mes-
sage, a Follow_Up message, a Delay_Req message, a
Delay_Resp message.
[0136] The processor 901 is specifically configured to,
if the transmission port type set by the network side de-
vice is a bidirectional port, determine the sending port as
its corresponding receiving port; and if the transmission
port type set by the network side device is a unidirectional
port, determine the receiving port corresponding to the
sending port according to the matching relationship be-
tween the receiving port and the sending port.
[0137] The processor 901 is specifically configured to
identify the PTP version used by the second PTP mes-
sage received by the receiving port corresponding to the
sending port according to at least one of: determining the
PTP version used by the second PTP message accord-
ing to information included in a message field in the sec-
ond PTP message; determining the PTP version used
by the second PTP message according to whether the
second PTP message has a Tag Length Value (TLV)
extension field; and determining the PTP version used
by the second PTP message according to information
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included in a reserved field in the second PTP message.
[0138] The message fields include at least one of the
following: a synchronization domain number (domain
Number) field, a PTP version (version PTP) field, a grand-
master clock quality (grandmaster clock quality) field, a
PTP profile Specific 1 field, and a PTP profile Specific 2
field.
[0139] The processor 901 is specifically configured to
determine the PTP version of the sending port in the in-
itialization phase or determine the PTP version of the
sending port by periodic detection in the time synchroni-
zation phase.
[0140] The processor 901 is further configured to, if
the receiving port has received the second PTP mes-
sage, and the second PTP message is a PTP Announce
message, the state of the sending port is determined ac-
cording to the optimal master clock algorithm; and if the
receiving port has not received the second PTP mes-
sage, it is determined that the state of the sending port
is the master clock.
[0141] The processor 901 is specifically configured to
determine whether the second PTP message is received
within a preset time period for the receiving port corre-
sponding to the sending port; if not, determining that the
receiving port has not received the second PTP mes-
sage.
[0142] The preset time period is determined according
to the message transmission period and the preset
number of PTP messages.
[0143] In the embodiments of the present disclosure,
the network side device can determine the sending port
for communicating with the opposite device, and send
the PTP message that uses the PTP version of the de-
termined sending port through the sending port, without
additional manual configuration, thereby improving effi-
ciency and accuracy, and improving maintainability.
[0144] On the basis of the foregoing embodiments, an
embodiment of the present disclosure also provides a
network side device 1000, as shown in Fig. 10, including:
a processor 1001, a communication interface 1002, a
memory 1003, and a communication bus 1004, where
the processor 1001, communication interface 1002,
memory 1003 completes mutual communication through
communication bus 1004.
[0145] The memory 1003 stores a computer program,
and when the computer program is executed by the proc-
essor 1001, the processor 1001 performs the following
steps: determining a PTP version of a sending port for
the sending port set by a network side device; sending
the first PTP message that uses the PTP version of the
sending port through the sending port.
[0146] The communication bus mentioned by the
aforementioned network side device may be a Peripheral
Component Interconnect (PCI) bus or an Extended In-
dustry Standard Architecture (Extended Industry Stand-
ard Architecture, EISA) bus. The communication bus can
be divided into address bus, data bus, control bus, etc.
For ease of representation, only one thick line is used in

the drawing, but it does not mean that there is only one
bus or one type of bus.
[0147] The communication interface 1002 is used for
communication between the aforementioned network
side device and other devices.
[0148] The memory may include a random access
memory (Random Access Memory, RAM), and may also
include a non-volatile memory (Non-Volatile Memory,
NVM), such as at least one disk memory. Optionally, the
memory may also be at least one storage device located
far away from the foregoing processor.
[0149] The above-mentioned processor may be a gen-
eral-purpose processor, including a central processing
unit, a network processor (Network Processor, NP), etc.;
it may also be a digital instruction processor (Digital Sig-
nal Processing, DSP), an application specific integrated
circuit, a field programmable gate display, or other pro-
grammable logic devices, discrete gate or transistor logic
devices, discrete hardware components, etc.
[0150] In the embodiment of the present disclosure,
when the processor executes the program stored in the
memory, it determines the sending port for communicat-
ing with the opposite device, and sends the PTP message
that uses the PTP version of the determined sending port
through the sending port, without additional manual con-
figuration, thereby improving efficiency and accuracy,
and improving maintainability.
[0151] On the basis of the above-mentioned embodi-
ments, the embodiments of the present disclosure also
provide a computer-readable storage medium that stores
a computer program that can be executed by a network
side device. When the program is executed on the net-
work side device, the following steps are realized: deter-
mining a PTP version of a sending port set by a network
side device; sending a first PTP message that uses the
PTP version of the sending port through the sending port.
[0152] The above-mentioned computer-readable stor-
age medium may be any available medium or data stor-
age device that can be accessed by the processor in the
network side device, including but not limited to a mag-
netic storage such as a floppy disk, a hard disk, a mag-
netic tape, a magneto-optical disk (MO), etc., an optical
storage such as CD, DVD, BD, HVD, etc., and a semi-
conductor memory such as ROM, EPROM, EEPROM,
non-volatile memory (NAND FLASH), solid state drive
(SSD), etc.
[0153] A computer program is stored in the computer-
readable storage medium provided in the embodiment
of the present disclosure. When the computer program
is executed by the processor, it realizes the process of
determining a PTP version of a sending port set by a
network side device; sending a first PTP message that
uses the PTP version of the sending port through the
sending port, without additional manual configuration,
thereby improving efficiency and accuracy, and improv-
ing maintainability.
[0154] Fig. 11 is a schematic diagram of a message
transmission device 1100 provided by an embodiment
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of the disclosure, which is applied to a network side de-
vice, and includes: a determining module 1101, config-
ured to determine a PTP version of a sending port set by
a network side device; a sending module 1102 is config-
ured to send a first PTP message that uses the PTP
version of the sending port through the sending port.
[0155] If the number of the sending ports is at least
two, the determined PTP versions of the at least two
sending ports are the same or different.
[0156] The first PTP message includes at least one of
the following: a PTP Announce message, a Sync mes-
sage, a Follow_Up message, a Delay_Req message, a
Delay_Resp message.
[0157] If the state of the sending port is a master clock,
the first PTP message includes at least one of the follow-
ing: a PTP Announce message, a Sync message, a
Follow_Up message, a Delay_Resp message; if the state
of the sending port is a slave clock, the first PTP message
at least includes a Delay_Req message.
[0158] The determining module is specifically config-
ured to determine the identified PTP version used by the
second PTP message received by the receiving port cor-
responding to the sending port as the PTP version of the
sending port; or determine the PTP version specified by
the network side device as the PTP version of the sending
port.
[0159] The determining module is further configured
to determine whether the receiving port corresponding
to the sending port has received a second PTP message
before determining the PTP version of the sending port.
[0160] The second PTP message includes at least one
of the following: a PTP Announce message, a Sync mes-
sage, a Follow Up message, a Delay_Req message, a
Delay_Resp message.
[0161] The determining module is specifically config-
ured to, if the transmission port type set by the network
side device is a bidirectional port, determine the sending
port as its corresponding receiving port; and if the trans-
mission port type set by the network side device is a
unidirectional port, determine the receiving port corre-
sponding to the sending port according to the matching
relationship between the receiving port and the sending
port.
[0162] The determining module is specifically config-
ured to identify the PTP version used by the second PTP
message received by the receiving port corresponding
to the sending port, including at least one of the following:
determining the PTP version used by the second PTP
message according to information included in a message
field in the second PTP message; determining the PTP
version used by the second PTP message according to
whether the second PTP message has a Tag Length
Value (TLV) extension field; and determining the PTP
version used by the second PTP message according to
information included in a reserved field in the second
PTP message.
[0163] The message fields include at least one of the
following: a synchronization domain number (domain

Number) field, a PTP version (version PTP) field, a grand-
master clock quality (grandmaster clock quality) field, a
PTP profile Specific 1 field, and a PTP profile Specific 2
field.
[0164] The determining module is specifically config-
ured to determine the PTP version of the sending port in
the initialization phase or determine the PTP version of
the sending port by periodic detection in the time syn-
chronization phase.
[0165] If the PTP version of the sending port is deter-
mined by the network side device in the initialization
phase, the second PTP message includes a PTP An-
nounce message.
[0166] The determining module is further configured
to, if the receiving port has received the second PTP mes-
sage, and the second PTP message is a PTP Announce
message, determine the state of the sending port accord-
ing to the optimal master clock algorithm; and if the re-
ceiving port has not received the second PTP message,
determine that the state of the sending port is the master
clock.
[0167] The determining module is specifically config-
ured to determine whether the second PTP message is
received within a preset time period for the receiving port
corresponding to the sending port; if not, determining that
the receiving port has not received the second PTP mes-
sage.
[0168] The preset time period is determined according
to the message transmission period and the preset
number of PTP messages.
[0169] In the embodiments of the present disclosure,
the network side device can determine the sending port
for communicating with the opposite device, and send
the PTP message that uses the PTP version of the de-
termined sending port through the sending port, without
additional manual configuration, thereby improving effi-
ciency and accuracy, and improving maintainability.
[0170] As for the system/device embodiment, since it
is basically similar to the method embodiment, the de-
scription thereof is relatively simple, and the related part
of the description of the method embodiment may be
referred.
[0171] Those skilled in the art should understand that
the embodiments of the present disclosure can be pro-
vided as methods, systems, or computer program prod-
ucts. Therefore, the present disclosure may adopt the
form of a complete hardware embodiment, a complete
software embodiment, or an embodiment combining soft-
ware and hardware. Moreover, the present disclosure
may take the form of a computer program product imple-
mented on one or more computer-usable storage media
(including but not limited to a disk storage, a CD-ROM,
an optical storage, etc.) containing computer-usable pro-
gram codes.
[0172] The present disclosure is described with refer-
ence to flowcharts and/or block diagrams of methods,
devices (systems), and computer program products ac-
cording to embodiments of the present disclosure. It
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should be understood that each process and/or block in
the flowchart and/or block diagram, and the combination
of processes and/or blocks in the flowchart and/or block
diagram can be realized by computer program instruc-
tions. These computer program instructions can be pro-
vided to the processor of a general-purpose computer,
a special-purpose computer, an embedded processor,
or other programmable data processing equipment to
generate a machine, so that the instructions executed by
the processor of the computer or other programmable
data processing equipment are generated so as to realize
the functions specified in one process or multiple proc-
esses in the flowchart and/or one block or multiple blocks
in the block diagram.
[0173] These computer program instructions can also
be stored in a computer-readable memory that can guide
a computer or other programmable data processing
equipment to work in a specific manner, so that the in-
structions stored in the computer-readable memory pro-
duce an article of manufacture including the instruction
device. The device implements the functions specified in
one process or multiple processes in the flowchart and/or
one block or multiple blocks in the block diagram.
[0174] These computer program instructions can also
be loaded on a computer or other programmable data
processing equipment, so that a series of operation steps
are executed on the computer or other programmable
equipment to produce computer-implemented process-
ing, so that the instructions executed on the computer or
other programmable equipment provide steps for imple-
menting functions specified in a flow or multiple flows in
the flowchart and/or a block or multiple blocks in the block
diagram.
[0175] Although the optional embodiments of the
present disclosure have been described, those skilled in
the art can make additional changes and modifications
to these embodiments once they learn the basic creative
concept. Therefore, the appended claims are intended
to be interpreted as including optional embodiments and
all changes and modifications falling within the scope of
the present disclosure.
[0176] Obviously, those skilled in the art can make var-
ious modifications and variations to the present disclo-
sure without departing from the spirit and scope of the
present disclosure. In this way, if these modifications and
variations of the present disclosure fall within the scope
of the claims of the present disclosure and their equiva-
lent technologies, the present disclosure also intends to
include these changes and modifications and variations.

Claims

1. A message transmission method applied to a net-
work side device, comprising:

determining a PTP version of a sending port set
by a network side device;

sending a first PTP message that uses the PTP
version of the sending port through the sending
port.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein if a
number of the sending ports is at least two, the de-
termined PTP versions of the at least two sending
ports are the same or different.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the first
PTP message comprises at least one of the follow-
ing: a PTP Announce message, a Sync message, a
Follow_Up message, a Delay_Req message, a
Delay_Resp message.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein if a state
of the sending port is a master clock, the first PTP
message includes at least one of the following: a
PTP Announce message, a Sync message, a
Follow_Up message, a Delay_Resp message; if the
state of the sending port is a slave clock, the first
PTP message at least includes a Delay_Req mes-
sage.

5. The method according to claim 1, wherein the deter-
mining the PTP version of the sending port compris-
es:

determining an identified PTP version used by
a second PTP message received by the receiv-
ing port corresponding to the sending port as
the PTP version of the sending port; or
determining a PTP version specified by the net-
work side device as the PTP version of the send-
ing port.

6. The method according to claim 5, wherein before the
determining the PTP version of the sending port, the
method further comprises:
determining whether the receiving port correspond-
ing to the sending port has received the second PTP
message.

7. The method according to claim 5 or 6, wherein the
second PTP message comprises at least one of the
following: a PTP Announce message, a Sync mes-
sage, a Follow Up_message, a Delay_Req mes-
sage, a Delay_Resp message.

8. The method according to claim 5 or 6, wherein de-
termining the receiving port corresponding to the
sending port comprises:

if a transmission port type set by the network
side device is a bidirectional port, determining
the sending port as the receiving port corre-
sponding to the sending port; and
if a transmission port type set by the network
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side device is a unidirectional port, determining
the receiving port corresponding to the sending
port according to a matching relationship be-
tween the receiving port and the sending port.

9. The method according to claim 5, wherein the iden-
tifying the PTP version used by the second PTP mes-
sage received by the receiving port corresponding
to the sending port comprises at least one of:

determining the PTP version used by the second
PTP message according to information included
in a message field in the second PTP message;
determining the PTP version used by the second
PTP message according to whether the second
PTP message has a Tag Length Value (TLV)
extension field; and
determining the PTP version used by the second
PTP message according to information included
in a reserved field in the second PTP message.

10. The method according to claim 9, wherein the mes-
sage field includes at least one of the following: a
synchronization domain number field, a PTP version
field, and a grandmaster Clock Quality field.

11. The method according to claim 9, wherein the mes-
sage fields include at least one of a PTP profile Spe-
cific 1 field and a PTP profile Specific 2 field.

12. The method according to claim 1, wherein
the determining the PTP version of the sending port
is determined by the network side device in an ini-
tialization phase; or
the determining the PTP version of the sending port
is determined through periodic detection by the net-
work side device in a time synchronization phase.

13. The method according to claim 12, wherein if the
PTP version of the sending port is determined by the
network side device in the initialization phase, the
second PTP message includes the PTP Announce
message.

14. The method according to claim 5 or 6, wherein the
method further comprises:

if the receiving port has received the second
PTP message, and the second PTP message
is the PTP Announce message, determining the
state of the sending port according to an optimal
master clock algorithm; and
if the receiving port has not received the second
PTP message, determining that the state of the
sending port is a master clock.

15. The method according to claim 5 or 6, wherein the
determining whether the receiving port correspond-

ing to the sending port has received the second PTP
message comprises:

for the receiving port corresponding to the send-
ing port, determining whether the second PTP
message is received within a preset time period;
if no, determining that the receiving port has not
received the second PTP message.

16. The method according to claim 15, wherein the pre-
set time period is determined according to a mes-
sage transmission period and a preset number of
PTP messages.

17. A message transmission device applied to a network
side equipment, comprising:

a determining module, configured to determine
a PTP version of a sending port set by a network
side device;
a sending module is configured to send a first
PTP message that uses the PTP version of the
sending port through the sending port.

18. A network side device, comprising a memory, a proc-
essor, and a transceiver, wherein the processor is
configured to read the program in the memory, and
execute the following process:

determining a PTP version of a sending port set
by a network side device;
controlling the transceiver to send a first PTP
message that uses the PTP version of the send-
ing port through the sending port.

19. The network side device according to claim 18,
wherein the processor is specifically configured to
determine PTP versions of at least two sending ports
that are the same or different, wherein a number of
sending ports is at least two.

20. The network side device according to claim 18,
wherein the processor is specifically configured to
determine an identified PTP version used by the sec-
ond PTP message received by the receiving port cor-
responding to the sending port as the PTP version
of the sending port; or determine a PTP version spec-
ified by the network side device as the PTP version
of the sending port.

21. The network side device according to claim 20,
wherein the processor is further configured to deter-
mine whether the receiving port corresponding to the
sending port has received a second PTP message
before determining the PTP version of the sending
port.

22. The network side device according to claim 20 or 21,
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wherein the processor is specifically configured to,
if a transmission port type set by the network side
device is a bidirectional port, determine the sending
port as the receiving port corresponding to the send-
ing port; and if a transmission port type set by the
network side device is a unidirectional port, deter-
mine the receiving port corresponding to the sending
port according to a matching relationship between
the receiving port and the sending port.

23. The network side device according to claim 20,
wherein the processor is specifically configured to
identify the PTP version used by the second PTP
message received by the receiving port correspond-
ing to the sending port according to at least one of:

determining the PTP version used by the second
PTP message according to information included
in a message field in the second PTP message;
determining the PTP version used by the second
PTP message according to whether the second
PTP message has a Tag Length Value (TLV)
extension field; and
determining the PTP version used by the second
PTP message according to information included
in a reserved field in the second PTP message.

24. The network side device according to claim 18,
wherein the processor is specifically configured to
determine the PTP version of the sending port in an
initialization phase or determine the PTP version of
the sending port by periodic detection in a time syn-
chronization phase.

25. The network side device according to claim 20 or 21,
wherein the processor is further configured to, if the
receiving port has received the second PTP mes-
sage, and the second PTP message is the PTP An-
nounce message, a state of the sending port is de-
termined according to an optimal master clock algo-
rithm; and if the receiving port has not received the
second PTP message, it is determined that the state
of the sending port is a master clock.

26. The network side device according to claim 20 or 21,
wherein the processor is specifically configured to
determine whether the second PTP message has
been received within a preset time period for the re-
ceiving port corresponding to the sending port; if no,
determining that the receiving port has not received
the second PTP message.

27. A network side device, comprising a processor, a
communication interface, a memory, and a commu-
nication bus, wherein the processor, the communi-
cation interface, and the memory implement mutual
communication through the communication bus;
a computer program is stored in the memory, and

when the computer program is executed by the proc-
essor, the processor implements the steps of the
message transmission method according to any one
of claims 1-16.

28. A computer-readable storage medium that stores a
computer program executable by a network side de-
vice, and when the program is executed on the net-
work side device, the network side device executes
the steps of the message transmission method ac-
cording to any one of claims 1-16.
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